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Areas of expertiseAreas of expertise

〉〉Banking Disputes

〉〉Corporate and Financial Services Disputes

〉〉Crypto Disputes

〉〉Dispute Resolution

〉〉Enforcement of Judgments and Awards
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Representing an international technology company specialising in blockchain nancial

services products in Commercial Court proceedings seeking damages against a former

shareholder for alleged theft of IP and other breaches of contract leading to the substantial

destruction of the value of the company.

Representing a leading Irish property developer in three separate concurrent construction

adjudication processes relating to a high end residential development and subsequent High

〉〉Enforcement of Judgments and Awards

〉〉Fraud and Asset Tracing

〉〉Funds Disputes

〉〉International Arbitration

〉〉Ireland Local Legal Services

〉〉Legal

〉〉Local Legal Services

〉〉Restructuring and Insolvency

〉〉Shareholder and Valuation Disputes

Background and experienceBackground and experience

Elaine trained and quali ed in a top tier Dublin law rm and is also quali ed in England and

Wales, having practiced with an international rm in London for seven years. She has extensive

general commercial litigation experience at all levels of the Court system as well as signi cant

experience in arbitration and mediation both in person and online. In addition to her domestic

clients, she regularly advises international clients in relation to complex disputes having Ireland

as a jurisdiction. Elaine also advises a number of entertainment groups in relation to licensing

and hospitality generally.

Work highlights include:Work highlights include:
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Court enforcement proceedings in respect of the award.

Representing a leading Irish property developer in an ex parte 'stop the clock' application to

defeat imminent statute of limitation issues and subsequent novel Judicial Review

proceedings challenging a Ministerial Direction of the Minister for State and Local

Government and Planning.

Representing a large voluntary organisation in bringing judicial review proceedings

challenging a statutory instrument introduced by the Minister for Housing, Local

Government and Heritage.

Advising a UAE company in a cross-border dispute with a well-known technology company

of Irish domicile

Acting for a group of merchant companies in a payments processing dispute with a global

merchant account provider

Representing an Irish umbrella UCITS fund company in a fund administration dispute with an

international corporate services company

Representing a leading Irish property developer in ex parte proceedings initiated following

Judicial Review proceedings issued by a competitor against a government body which

challenged a tender awarded to the client

Representing one of the largest hospitality groups in Ireland in injunctive proceedings and

subsequent Commercial Court action against adjacent developers threatening to interfere

with development of multi-million-euro property

Admitted in:Admitted in:

2003 - Ireland

2005 - England and Wales (not practising)

Examples of workExamples of work
View more examples of work 〉

17 August 2023 | 1 min read

Ogier Leman’s Real Estate and Dispute Resolution teams collaborate in an
application for VR entertainment brand Sandbox

Andrew Nagle

Team: Elaine White, Niamh Monahan

  Ireland

Deal
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News and insightsNews and insights
Find out more 〉

22 May 2023

The world's rst comprehensive crypto laws have been approved by EU
Parliament

Elaine White

Team: Eoghan Davis

  Ireland

Insight

14 July 2022 | 4 min read

Intellectual property and technology court in Ireland - not just for big tech

Ultán Anderson

Team: Elaine White

  Ireland

Insight

14 March 2022 | 4 min read

Irish liquor laws: the sale of non-alcoholic or 'No/Lo' drinks to minors

Elaine White

Team: Ultán Anderson

  Ireland

Insight

10 March 2022 | 3 min read

The intellectual property and technology list of the Commercial Court –
another reason to litigate in Ireland

Elaine White

  Ireland

Insight
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19 April 2021 | 3 min read

Four reasons why Ireland should be top of the jurisdiction shopping list of
international businesses

Elaine White

  Ireland

Insight

25 February 2021 | 3 min read

At long last - rejuvenation of Ireland's liquor laws

Elaine White

  Ireland

Insight

15 February 2021 | 3 min read

Positive news for pandemic-hit Irish business owners: High Court rules in
favour of compensation

Elaine White

  Ireland

Insight

8 October 2020 | 1 min read

The last of the 747s - British Airways retires its jumbo jet eet

Elaine White

  Ireland

Insight

30 September 2020 | 3 min read

Retail implications of Ireland's Public Health (Alcohol) Act 2018

Elaine White
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Insight
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